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Finding large deletions in genome sequences has become increasingly more useful in bioinformatics, such as in clinical research
and diagnosis. Although there are a number of publically available next generation sequencing mapping and sequence alignment
programs, these software packages do not correctly align fragments containing deletions larger than one kb. We present a fast
alignment software package, BinaryPartialAlign, that can be used by wet lab scientists to ﬁnd long structural variations in their ex-
periments. For BinaryPartialAlign, we make use of the Smith-Waterman (SW) algorithm with a binary-search-based approach for
alignment with large gaps that we called partial alignment. BinaryPartialAlign implementation is compared with other straight-
forward applications of SW. Simulation results on mtDNA fragments demonstrate the eﬀectiveness (runtime and accuracy) of the
proposed method.
1.Introduction
In bioinformatics, sequence alignment is a way of arranging
the sequences of DNA, RNA, or protein to identify regions
of similarity that may be a consequence of functional, struc-
tural, or evolutionary relationships between the sequences
[1]. Next Generation sequencing (NGS) technology pro-
duces terabytes of sequencing data in an inexpensive way [2].
However,amongthesesequences,mostNGSsoftwaresuchas
Path, UGENE, JAligner, SSEARCH, Water, and others based
on the well-known Smith-Waterman algorithm (SW) [3–5]
isdesignedtoalignsequenceswithsmallgapsandmaynotbe
suitable when large deletions are present. Finding such large
deletions (and the related counterpart, ﬁnding large inser-
tions)hasbecomeincreasinglymoreusefulinbioinformatics
[6, 7]. It has been long known that chromosomal deletions
can lead to developmental and malformation disorders [6, 8,
9] and have a signiﬁcant role both in the genetics of complex
traits such as autism [10] and in genome evolution [11, 12].
In the Smith-Waterman algorithm, to ﬁnd the optimal
local alignment between a query and a reference sequence,
a scoring system including a set of speciﬁed gap penalties is
used. However, when a sequence subjected to a large deletion
isusedasaquerysequence,itsalignmentwiththereferenceis
problematicbecausethequerysequencemustbeﬁrstdivided
into two parts:the one before the deletion that we will refer
to as the “former part” and the one after the deletion that
we will call the “latter part” of the query (Figure 1). Other-
wise, the classical SW algorithm encounters with the large
deletion, and then it will start using gaps. As each gap used
contributespenaltypointstothealignmentscore,SWcannot
bridge these two parts to be aligned with far apart loci in the
reference sequence, and, for example, it can align not only
the former part of the query but also an intermix of gaps and
some nucleotides from the latter part that match the deleted
fragment by chance. Therefore, the basic Smith-Waterman
algorithm has a big error in the estimated deletion position;
we will refer to this error as EDPE (Estimated Deletion Posi-
tion Error), which is measured in number of bases (bp).
The paper is organized as follows. The classical SW
methodis explained in Section 2 along with anexample dem-
onstrating that it fails when query sequences have large dele-
tions. In Section 3, with a small modiﬁcation SW is used in
an incremental way (called IncrementalPartialAlign). Then,2 The Scientiﬁc World Journal
TAGCTAAGACCCACCTCAACAGTTA
CAATAGCTAAGACCCAAACTGGGATTAGATATTAGCCCTAAACCTCAACAGTTAAATCA
Latter part
Deletion region
Query pattern
Reference
Former part
Figure 1: A demonstrative example of large deletion.
in Section 4, to reduce its long runtime for completing many
repetitions of SW alignment runs, we propose a better par-
tial sequence alignment method that we called BinaryPartial-
Align. In Section 5, we present our experimental simulations
on mtDNA fragments and we conclude in Section 6.
2. The Smith-Waterman Alignment Algorithm
TheSmith-Waterman(SW)algorithm[3]isanalgorithmfor
performing local sequence alignment, considering segments
of all possible lengths to optimize the similarity measure
(score). A typical use of SW needs a query sequence as input
to be searched within a longer reference sequence, for exam-
ple, the mithecondrial (mtDNA) reference [13]. To identify
where the best match/alignment takes place, SW utilizes a
scoring matrix to assign a score to the corresponding nucle-
otide pairs of the query and the relevant fragment of the ref-
erence (it also includes gap penalties). After ﬁnding the best
alignment (possibly with gaps), it gives the similarity ratio as
the fraction (percentage) of bases in the query sequence that
were matched with the reference.
Let lformer and llatter denote the lengths of the former and
the latter parts of the query sequence. Also let [a, b]d e n o t e
the fragment from base position a to the base position b
in the reference that best aligns with the former part of the
query (of course, a<b ). Similarly, let [c, d] denote the frag-
ment from base position c to the base position d in the refer-
ence that best aligns with the latter part of the query (c<d ).
Forthesakeofsimplicity,letusassumeb<c(andinfactb  
c for the large deletions). Then, it follows that [b+1, c−1] is
the part of the sequence subjected to the deletion (and thus
not visible in the query sequence). The length of the deletion
can be deﬁned as
ldeletion =| [b +1, c −1]|=c −b − 1. (1)
In Figure 2, we give an example with 40bp query pattern
witha largedeletion atbaseposition 27 (i.e.,some largefrag-
ment was actually removed from between what now appears
to be the 27th and the 28th nucleotides). That is, the ﬁrst
27bp of the query pattern (the former part) relates to the
fragment of the reference from 1401st to 1427th nucleotides,
and its last 13bp (the latter part of the query) is from 2071st
to 2083rd nucleotides of the reference sequence. This implies
that there was a deletion of length 2071−1427−1 = 643 (1).
We aligned the query pattern with basic SW to ﬁnd these
twofragmentsandthelocationofthelargedeletion.Weused
BLOSUM62[14]asthescoringmatrix,theopengappenalty
of10,theextendgappenaltyof0.5.AsshowninFigure 2,the
classical SW could not ﬁnd the large deletion. Instead of 27,
it returns 37 bases mapped in the optimal local alignment.
This shows that SW has a large estimated deletion position
error (EDPE) of 10bp.
3. The IncrementalPartial AlignAlgorithm
To alleviate this problem in a most basic manner, we used
SW in an incremental approach and we named this method
“IncrementalPartialAlign”. This method takes four input pa-
rameters, query sequence, reference sequence, similarity ra-
tio threshold, and minimum sequence length. After aligning
thequery,ifthesimilarityratioisfoundtobebelowthegiven
threshold, considering that this can be due to the presence of
a large gap (small gaps would be tolerated by the classical SW
anyway), we try splitting the query into a former and a latter
part in all possible ways. We start with the shortest possible
former part, the length of which is determined by the min-
imum sequence length. For example, if the minimum se-
quencelengthparameteris20,wetaketheﬁrst20basesofthe
query pattern. Starting with such a short former part results
in a high similarity ratio, but then, we repeatedly increase its
length(onebyone)untilthesimilarityratiobecomessmaller
than the threshold value, at which position we assume that
the deletion starts. Then we align the remaining (latter) part
of the query pattern with the reference (see Algorithm1).
ThequerypatternusedinFigure 2,forwhichtheclassical
SW failed, was also aligned using this IncrementalPartialA-
lign method (see Figure 3). IncrementalPartialAlign found
the deletion at the 27th base correctly (EDPE = 0). The
former part is correctly mapped to the 1401st and 1427th,
and the latter part is correctly mapped to the 2071st and
2083rd base positions of the reference sequence. However,
even though the query pattern was very short (designated
for a demonstration only), IncrementalPartialAlign takes
187msecs for the extensively repetitive use of SW. For longerThe Scientiﬁc World Journal 3
Query pattern:                               
GAAACTTAAGGGTCGAAGGTGGATTTATAAATCCCCTTGT
Alignment result:
Reference
CTTATGAAACTTAAGGGTCGAAGGTGGATTTAGCAGTAAACTAAGAG
GAAACTTAAGGGTCGAAGGTGGATTTATAAATCCCCT
True former part Error
Former part found by SW 
14 0
1401 1437
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||..|.|...||
13 7
Figure 2:FailureoftheclassicalSmith-Watermanalignmentindetectingthelargedeletionatbaseposition27.Inthissimulatedexperiment,
the former part is actually known to be the ﬁrst 27 nucleotides printed in blue in the “Query pattern”. In “Alignment result”, bases shown in
red do actually belong to the latter part but were aligned together with the nucleotides of the former part of the query. SW gives the deletion
position estimate of 37, which results in an EDPE of 10 bp.
Query pattern:                               
GAAACTTAAGGGTCGAAGGTGGATTTATAAATCCCCTTGT
Alignment result:
Reference
GAAACTTAAGGGTCGAAGGTGGATTTA TAAATCCCCTTGT
GAAACTTAAGGGTCGAAGGTGGATTTA TAAATCCCCTTGT
1
1
40
10 20 27 28 40
1401 1427 2071 2083
||||||||||||| |||||||||||||||||||||||||||
....................
....................
Figure 3: The large deletion at base position 27 is correctly detected by both the IncrementalPartialAlign method and the BinaryPartialAlign
method.
query patterns (especially when the deletion is present to-
wards the end of the query pattern), alignment would take
much longer as many more iterations of SW are used. We
propose to modify it using a binary search-based approach
[15] that we named BinaryPartialAlign.
4.ProposedPartialAlignment Method
BasedonBinarySearch
Having seen that the classical SW fails in ﬁnding large dele-
tions and IncrementalPartialAlign takes more iterations and
long time for completing many repetitions of SW runs, we
developed a partial sequence alignment method that we
called BinaryPartialAlign. The BinaryPartialAlign method
uses the same set of four input parameters (query sequence,
reference sequence, similarity ratio threshold, and minimum
sequence length) as the IncrementalPartialAlign method
does. Again, similarly, BinaryPartialAlign is also based on re-
petitive use of SW. However, unlike IncrementalPartialAlign,
it shifts the boundary between the former and latter parts by
more than one base in every iteration based on an approach
that resembles binary search.
The binary search is a fast way to search a key within a
sortedarray.Firstlywechecktheelementinthemiddle.Ifthe
keyisequaltothat,thesearchisﬁnished.Ifthekeyislessthan4 The Scientiﬁc World Journal
Input
reference sequence: r,
query pattern: q,
minimum sequence length: m,
threshold similarity ratio: t
Output
location(index) of deletion: f
sr = SWSR of r and q
//SWSR stands for Smith-Waterman similarity ratio of r and q;
if sr > t then
exit; // no deletion
else
sr is SWSR of r and [q0, qm];
iteration =1 ;
f = m + iteration;
while sr > t
sr is SWSR of r and [q0, qf];
iteration ++;
end while
return f;
end if
Algorithm 1: IncrementalPartialAlign pseudocode.
the middle element, we perform a binary search for the key
within the ﬁrst half. Otherwise (if it is greater), we perform
a binary search within the second half. This procedure is
demonstrated for searching 96 in a sample integer sequence
inFigure 4.Binarysearchisaneﬃcientsearchalgorithmwith
a time complexity of O(log2n). Given n elements to search
within, the binary search method takes at most log2n itera-
tions(i.e.,makeslog2ncomparisonswiththekeyintheworst
case, with each comparison reducing the search space to its
half).
After aligning the query, if the similarity ratio is above
the given threshold, similar to IncrementalPartialAlign, we
concludethatthereisnodeletioninthisqueryandterminate
the algorithm. Otherwise, in contrast to the IncrementalPar-
tialAlign, we divide the query pattern into two equal length
parts: ﬁrst half is called the former part and the second half is
calledthelatterpartofthequeryasbefore.Inotherwords,let
lquery be the total length of the query; we start with a former
part and a latter part of length lquery/2.
Then, we align both parts separately and get two similar-
ity ratios to compare with the given similarity ratio thresh-
old. If both of them are above the threshold, we assume that
deletion position is found and terminate the algorithm with
the current former and latter parts as the output.
If only one of the similarity ratios is greater than the
threshold, we lengthen the part with the bigger similarity
ratio (and thus shorten the other one) by
k =
lquery
2i+1,( 2 )
where i is the number of the current iteration (the algorithm
starts i with an initial value of 1 and increments it until both
ratios go above the threshold; see Algorithm 2).
Iteration 1 (middle element is 29 < 96):
Iteration 2 (middle element is 87 < 96):
Iteration 3 (middle element is 96 = 96):
1 6 8 20 24 29 48 69 87 93 96 101
1 6 8 20 24 29 48 69 87 93 96 101
1 6 8 20 24 29 48 69 87 93 96 101
Figure 4: Binary search demonstration. The searched item is 96.
The binary search ﬁnds the item in 3 comparisons; however, a se-
quential search would take 11 comparisons.
To demonstrate the alignment procedure of BinaryPar-
tialAlign, we used the same query pattern as in demonstra-
tion of the classical SW and IncrementalPartialAlign meth-
ods. BinaryPartialAlign correctly found the deletion at posi-
tion 27 with an EDPE of 0 (see Figure 3).
The steps taken by the algorithm can be outlined as fol-
lows. Firstly, the query is split into two subsequences with
lengths 20 and 20 (former and latter parts, resp.). Then, we
increase the length of the former part as its similarity ratio is
above the threshold and it is below for the latter part. We ob-
tain 30–10 splits this time. Then, the former part has a simi-
larity ratio below the threshold, which means that the latter
part is lengthened. Thus, we obtain 25–15 splits. Then pro-
cedure is iterated similarly and stops at 27–13 splits, a perfect
partial alignment with EDPE = 0.
Whenwe aligned the querypatternwith IncrementalPar-
tialAlign, the alignment time was 187msecs, which improves
to 109msecs with BinaryPartialAlign. If the query pattern is
long and a large deletion occurred towards the end of the
query,thealignmentwouldtakemuchmoretimewithIncre-
mentalPartialAlign; however, the BinaryPartialAlign method
is not badly aﬀected by neither the position of deletion or the
length of the query as it is an O(log2n) algorithm.The Scientiﬁc World Journal 5
Input
reference sequence: r,
query pattern: q,
minimum sequence length: m,
threshold similarity ratio: t
Output
location(index) of deletion: f
sr = SWSR of r and q
//SWSR stands for Smith-Waterman similarity ratio of r and q
l is length of the query pattern;
if sr > t then
exit; // no deletion
else
i = 1; // iteration
f = 1/2;
repeat
sr1 = SWSR of r and [q0, qf];
sr2 = SWSR of r and [qf +1, ql];
k = 1 × (1/2)
(i +1 );
if sr1 > t and sr2 < t then
f = f + k;
else if sr1 < t and sr2 > t then
f = f - k;
else if sr1 < t and sr2 > t then
exit;
end if
i++;
until (sr1 ≤ t and sr2 ≤ t)
return f;
end if
Algorithm 2: BinaryPartialAlign pseudocode.
Table 1: Alignment times of BinaryPartialAlign, IncrementalPartialAlign, and classical SW.
Alignment time Base error in estimated deletion position
(mean ± standard deviation in msec) (mean ± standard deviation in bp)
Sequence length BinaryPartialAlign IncrementalPartialAlign Classical SW BinaryPartialAlign IncrementalPartialAlign Classical SW
100–199 226.7 ± 95.2 3149.0 ± 2460.3 106.6 ± 22.4 9.8 ± 12.3 12.9 ± 11.1 38.6 ± 40.6
200–299 418.3 ± 148.0 6896.9 ± 5484.0 176.1 ± 21.6 13.1 ± 12.3 23.7 ± 20.3 67.1 ± 73.0
300–399 611.0 ± 203.1 16295.1 ± 13346.4 241.4 ± 21.1 21.8 ± 22.8 37.1 ± 30.2 76.0 ± 96.8
400–499 741.6 ± 237.1 28763.0 ± 20988.4 247.0 ± 63.4 29.3 ± 27.9 51.9 ± 33.4 85.9 ± 95.8
500–599 798.8 ± 259.6 38638.7 ± 29724.3 284.3 ± 85.2 37.4 ± 38.9 69.4 ± 50.3 92.2 ± 99.5
600–699 932.9 ± 327.4 60640.8 ± 44106.5 321.3 ± 106.3 41.5 ± 41.1 83.2 ± 53.2 107.6 ± 123.9
700–799 1177.9 ± 413.2 71953.8 ± 59874.8 359.1 ± 128.7 46.2 ± 35.7 94.0 ± 59.8 125.4 ± 167.5
800–899 1241.5 ± 432.4 81953.1 ± 64055.2 395.1 ± 148.0 51.6 ± 46.7 102.9 ± 59 143.7 ± 205.3
900–999 1366.1 ± 482.5 117779.0 ± 84950.1 679.1 ± 33.6 50.9 ± 52.1 127.2 ± 72.5 242.4 ± 285.8
5. Simulation Results
In order to test and compare these three alignment tech-
niques, the classical SW, IncrementalPartialAlign, and Bina-
ryPartialAlign were implemented in Java language using the
JAligner package [16]. These executables are made publicly
available on the site http://ce.istanbul.edu.tr/bioinformatics/
PartialAlignment/.
We performed our simulations using 900 samples ob-
tained from the mtDNA reference sequence [13]. Two sub-
sequences selected from the mtDNA reference sequence were
concatenated to form a single query pattern. The lengths and
positions of these mtDNA subsequences were selected ran-
domly.Thisway,wecreatedquerypatternswithlengthsvary-
ing in the range of 100 to 999 bases. Speciﬁcally, to evaluate
the eﬀect of the query pattern length, we created 10 length6 The Scientiﬁc World Journal
intervals: 100–199, 200–299, ..., and 900–999. We formed
100 query patterns from each length interval.
We aligned these 900 sequences with the classical SW,
IncrementalPartialAlign, and BinaryPartialAlign. For each
length interval, we calculated the average and standard devi-
ationofalignmenttimesandEDPE(estimateddeletionposi-
tion error), which are shown in Table 1. We obtained the
runtimes of these three methods using single thread on an
Intel Core 2 Duo CPU with 2.50GHz clock and 3GB RAM.
As clearly seen in Table 1, the BinaryPartialAlign method
gives the lowest EDPE within shorter runtime than Incre-
mentalPartialAlign. The classical SW is the fastest one but
with a very high EDPE.
6. Conclusions
Sequence database searching is among the most important
and challenging tasks in bioinformatics. One special case of
sequence searching is when large deletions are present in the
query fragments, which is called partial or large-gap align-
ment. Partial alignment has become a need in bioinformatics
as they are associated with developmental and malformation
disorders, emergence of complex genetic traits, and genome
evolution. Although the best choice of sequence search algo-
rithm is Smith-Waterman’s, if a sequence is subjected to a
large deletion, to ﬁnd the deletion location with the classical
Smith-Waterman (SW) algorithm is inconclusive. In order
to handle this problem, one basic approach is to use SW
for various splits of the query pattern repeatedly in a sys-
tematic, incremental way. This approach that we called the
IncrementalPartialAlignmethodworksbetter,but,forlonger
query patterns (especially when the deletion is present to-
wards the end of the query pattern), the procedure would
take much longer time as it has many more iterations of SW
that are used. Therefore, we proposed the BinaryPartialAlign
method based on the binary search idea.
Considering the (partial) alignment time and error in
estimated deletion position, the BinaryPartialAlign method
gives better results than both IncrementalPartialAlign and
the classical SW. Despite the runtime of the Incremental-
PartialAlign method is badly aﬀected by the query length
and where the deletion occurs within the query, being an
O(log2n)algorithm,theproposedBinaryPartialAlignismore
robust to these factors.
The executable application, a short user-manual, and
the query sequences used for simulations are made publicly
available on the site http://ce.istanbul.edu.tr/bioinformatics/
PartialAlignment/. These tools will be beneﬁcial to research-
ersforﬁnding largedeletionsininvestigating theirroleinthe
genetics of complex traits and in genome evolution.
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